
Recent Engagements

Food/Restaurant
$30MM National Frozen Food Manufacturer & Distributor  (Private)
Sales had stalled for 5 years, and profitable growth was the objective. We implemented a growth plan that included  
new markets, new pricing, and new sales processes. Firm grew 20% ($5MM+) in 18 months and profits more than  
doubled to $2MM+.

$80MM Regional Protein Processor with Branded Products   (Private)
Firm was unprofitable, competitors were taking share, and family wanted to sell. We defined and implemented  
improvements to: product development, operations, pricing, finance, and sales, which included entry into Club Stores. 
Business was successfully sold; family stated that FortéONE “doubled the value of the company” (added more than 
$13MM in value).

$500MM National Protein Processor         (Private)
Firm had multiple new client opportunities requiring large capital investments. The firm wanted a planning  
capability to model forward looking scenarios. FortéONE built financial tools to model the impact of large new 
clients, and interfaced these tools with their ERP systems. These tools are now part of the annual planning  
process, and new business modeling which will support growing profitable new clients and avoiding capital  
investments in unprofitable opportunities. 

$600MM National Restaurant Holding Company                             (Private)
National firm with more than 7,000 employees. H/R processes were outdated, labor laws were changing,  
and the business was expanding to new states. Following an assessment of the department that involved all business units, 
a transition plan was developed and a new H/R executive was identified and hired to lead the department into the future. 

$20MM Food Manufacturer & Distributor, Regional Distribution                    (Private Equity)
Firm had flat profits and unfocused strategy. We developed a plan that discontinued work in money losing  
acquisitions, expanded the markets for core products, and reduced seasonality of sales. Profit impact of $300k+. 

          Manufacturing
$40MM National Storage Systems Manufacturer                    (Private Equity)
Firm was losing revenue and needed new leadership immediately. Experienced interim CEO was placed  
within one week. Supply chain savings of $800K were realized in 2 months, sales increased by 50% in 18 months, and 
on-time deliveries improved from 70% to 100%. Our executive was later hired by the company, which is growing rapidly 
and achieving historically high margins.

$20MM International Industrial Components Manufacturer                                 (Family Office)
Mature industry with flat growth, firm had declining margins. FortéONE supplied an interim CEO, and the  
following improvements were achieved within 16 months: ROIC rose from 5% to 19%, Gross Margins increased from 
12% to 27%, debt reduced from $890K to $0, EBITDA tripled, and distributions in excess of tax of $2M. Enterprise value  
increased more than 15X.

$45MM National Medical Device Repair and Manufacturer                     (Private Equity)
The firm was struggling to integrate 3 acquisitions, margins were decreasing, and clients were consolidating.  
We assessed the firm, then worked internally with their operations, finance and sales teams to reorganize the firm, install 
SIOP/supply chain firm wide, and change sales processes. Sales now at 15% growth, profits increased from $2.5MM to 
$6MM, and firm is receiving purchase offers at high multiples.

$85MM International Industrial Components Manufacturer                    (Private Equity)
New CEO needed financial leadership following a tuck-in acquisition, the installation of a new ERP, and an inability to  
issue timely and accurate reports. We provided an experienced CFO who fixed the above issues, and also  
functioned as a Project Manager for the ERP implementation. He works alongside the CEO and will remain with the firm 
until it sells in 2017.

$200MM Regional Packaging Manufacturer                       (Private Equity)
Sales were flat, but inventory had increased by 20% and internal projects had failed to build supply chain efficiencies. We 
provided a senior Supply Chain executive who assumed a staff and project leadership role. We installed new supply chain 
and forecasting processes, strengthened the internal Team with new hires, reduced inventory by $6MM, and then trained 
and turned over the department to an internal manager. Firm went to market late 2016.

$180MM National Electrical Equipment Manufacturer                  (Private)
A rapidly growing manufacturer was experiencing 20+ week lead times and product quality issues. We assessed the  
manufacturing operation and supply chain, worked internally to install new supply chain and manufacturing processes,  
and assisted in upgrading the staff. Lead times were reduced to 8 weeks within 3 months, supplier selection was  
revamped, and quality issues were reduced. Hard savings in excess of $500K were realized, and key clients (and their 
in-process orders) were retained.

FortéONE is an elite team of operating executives and industry experts with a proven track record of partnering with middle market
business owners, private equity, and other financial sponsors to implement changes that deliver sustainable growth in profits and value.



           Consumer Products
$70MM National Housewares Distributor                       (Private)
Entrepreneur experiencing growing pains, including $300K in penalties from online vendors, declining  
profits, poor order fill rates, and mounting warehouse costs. We implemented changes throughout the firm: reorganized 
into three business units, new SIOP processes, new product profit reporting, product stage-gate for new and retiring 
products, as well as replacing the CFO, IT, and warehouse staff. $250k in penalties were eliminated, growth continued, 
and profits increased to 6-8% levels.

$20MM National Health & Fitness Products Distributor                    (Private Equity)
PE firm had just taken a control position, and needed assurance that their capital was being deployed wisely. We assumed 
COO role and worked with the CFO and CEO to install processes and KPIs to promote and monitor performance. In stock 
inventory for large clients, including WalMart and Dicks, increased from 52% to 98%. Working capital decreased. Firm was 
taken to market at the end of our engagement.

$110MM National Homegoods Importer and Distributor                     (Private Equity)
PE firm realized the firm, though profitable, was ignoring a huge online opportunity for their 20,000 SKUs. We developed  
a plan for reorganizing the sales team, changing account management, adding Sales Leadership, and setting  
performance goals. These recommendations were adopted; firm is on track to add more than $10MM in online revenue.

$40MM National Food & Consumables Distributor                     (Private)
Multilevel marketer struggling with annual losses from reduced revenues and high internal costs. Prepared a company 
wide growth/turnaround plan which was adopted by the firm. Reduced staff and other expenses by $9MM annually, 
changed consultant promotional programs, raised prices on 26 items (first time in history), and developed a cash flow/
profit monitoring tool used by all managers. Firm on track to make money in 2017.

           Construction
$300MM National Specialty Construction Company                    (Private)
National firm with 6 regional offices hired FortéONE after losing money for the first time in 81 years. We assessed and  
implemented improvements throughout the firm, including operations, sourcing, engineering, finance, sales, project  
planning, construction crews, etc. Three years later the firm moved from break even to $23MM in annual profit.

$24MM Specialty Construction Company          (Private Equity)
Specialty construction firm had lost confidence in their CEO, were considering selling to an industry  
competitor, and asked FortéONE to assume leadership. We stabilized the operations, assisted with sale 
preparation and strategy (accelerating the successful sale), and ran the firm while highly engineered  
custom projects were completed and/or transitioned to the new owners—all the while managing 170+ vendors,  
20+ jobs, $ millions in overdue payables, and the expectations of both old and new owners.

$100MM National Electrical Contractor                      (Private)
Owner hired us to increase profits by at least $2-3MM in preparation for sale of this firm. We worked  
internally with his crews and managers, and implemented changes throughout the firm, including Project  
staffing and management, estimating, operations and a centralized purchasing process that together increased profits 
more than $3MM. Firm was successfully sold in 2016.

           Professional Services 
$80MM National Legal Services Provider          (Private Equity)
Founder had created a culture of control, and she was unable to keep good people and continue the firm’s growth. We 
were hired to identify the changes needed to grow the firm and to build sustainability without the founder. We assisted 
with changes in organizational design, marketing, sales, reporting, and personnel management. The founder struggled 
with loss of “hands on” control, and the PE owners elected to hire a new CEO to replace the founder.

$120MM National Engineering Services Provider                       (Private Equity)
Two acquisitions had doubled the size and increased both complexity and geographic reach of the firm. Integration was 
not going well, profits were declining, and the CEO was struggling to adapt. We assisted the firm with integration im-
plementation, pricing, firm strategy, leadership assessments, new organizational design, and cost to serve financials. 
Following some key leadership additions, the firm returned to historic profit levels.

 Transportation and Logistics
$40MM Regional Transportation Logistics Provider          (Private)
This privately held warehousing and logistics firm needed assistance reaching their 10% profit goal (they were at 2%).  
We identified opportunities and implemented changes with Warehouse Management, Talent Optimization, Pricing, the 
Leadership Team and KPI/Performance monitoring. We are working in the firm to implement these changes, which will 
increase profts by more than $1MM.

$24MM Regional Trucking/Drayage Provider            (Private)
Classic founders trap, owner had not developed or empowered a leadership team. He was working  
“in the business” and was the impediment to further growth. We identified the change and priorities throughout  
the company to move him to the next level, and introduced a coach to assist him psychologically in making the transition. 
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